Reinventing Efficiency
in On-Campus Delivery
University campuses worldwide face an
unprecedented surge in parcel delivery
volumes, leading to challenges for
distribution services that use outdated
manual processes, and have limited parcel
and mail collection hours, resulting in a
poor service experience.
Parcel Pending by Quadient lockers
simplify parcel management by providing
an automated experience through a secure,
contactless, and cost-effective solution
that improves student and employee
experience.
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The benefits I like most about
our lockers is the ability to free
up my time with the staff to do
other things besides delivering
packages and mail, the ease of
use for the students, faculty and
staff to pick up their parcels and
mail, and the 24/7 access.
Matt, Director
Business and Auxiliary Services,
University of Pittsburgh

CARRIER AGNOSTIC

REDUCE OPERATIONAL COSTS

Parcel Pending lockers are carrier agnostic,

Parcel lockers reduce costs and extra expenses

meaning our lockers can be accessed by
different delivery carriers. This provides

a variety of campus delivery options and
increases convenience.

from increased package handling and
collection staffing. As a secure solution, you
will mitigate risk from lost, stolen, or damaged
packages, diminishing liability, and unforeseen
expenditures.

DELIVERY AUTOMATION
Automate your package delivery and retrieval
for an organized process that adapts to
fluctuating parcel volumes. Carrier agents
make deliveries directly to the secure locker,
eliminating long lines and lag between pickup and collection.

CONVENIENCE MADE
SIMPLE
CONTACTLESS
SOLUTION

Parcel Pending lockers use an electronic

Parcel Pending’s contactless workflow

text or email. Disperse your lockers across

notification process that automatically informs
recipients of their package’s availability by

enables parcels to be delivered or

collected from the locker in seconds,

different locations on campus for quick, easy
and convenient self-service collection.

removing long lines and limiting

unnecessary contact with others and the
kiosk touchscreen.
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Parcel Pending
Standard Indoor
and Outdoor
The Parcel Pending Standard Indoor
and Outdoor lockers offer safety and
security for any environment. The
strong metal frame keeps parcels safe
from damage and theft, rain or shine,
while the sleek and customizable design
can easily meet your unique space
requirements.

Customize your solution
Easily configure your parcel lockers to match your

campus’ space and location needs. Our intelligent

lockers can accommodate a wide range of package
dimensions, and can be customized to match your
school colors, mascot, or campus setting.
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Campus HubTM: Seamless
distribution across campus
Campus Hub provides a safe and
convenient way to manage more than
package deliveries. Campus Hub
facilitates a campus-wide distribution
and return network for documents,
IT equipment, library books, move
in-materials, and more for limitless
applications.
•

Convenience.
Assets can be accessed 24/7.

•

Security. An automatic log is kept
for every delivery and pick-up for full
chain-of-custody visibility.

•

Contactless. Supports a contactfree delivery, collection, and returns
process.

With the ability to move all sorts of
goods across campus quickly, easily
and securely, universities will provide
a premium student experience while
saving valuable staff time and resources.

Advanced reporting and
analytics
Parcel Pending by Quadient offers a cloud-based platform
for efficient locker network management. Our platform
provides real-time monitoring and alerts to keep track
of your installed base while providing user and device
management tools, tracking, and notification management.

Web Tracking
System (WTS)
Quadient’s Web Tracking System
(WTS) is a cloud-based solution
that provides visibility into your
internal delivery processes by
integrating with your existing mail
tracking system. WTS offers realtime insight on parcels and mail
from transit to final delivery.

Worry-free maintenance
Parcel Pending provides the help you need to ensure a smooth
installation and usage of your parcel lockers – allowing you
to focus on creating an exceptional delivery experiences.
Our technicians are available to provide on-site support and
repairs for any maintenance required, keeping your lockers
in service and accessible to students, faculty, and staff.

ABOUT PARCEL PENDING BY QUADIENT
Quadient is the market leader in parcel management and smart mail solutions for colleges and universities worldwide. With
over 70 million packages delivered annually, Parcel Pending by Quadient has successfully helped thousands of educational
institutions preserve their reputation and bottom line with our contact-free intelligent parcel locker solutions.
For more information about Parcel Pending by Quadient, visit:
parcelpending.com/markets/university-parcel-lockers/

